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Mr. Simeon DIAMANTIDIS
PRESIDENT
Greek Exporters Association

Dear Mr. Diamantidis.

Ukrainian League of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (ULIE) expresses the assurances of its
highest consideration to you.

It has been always profoundly important for the Ukrainian industrialists, entrepreneurs anc
employers to have well-established contacts with Greece and now it is ever more essential
to feel the support of Greece and Greek business.

The full-blown war has been raging in Ukraine for over 200 days already.

The dead and injured toll of civilians amounts to more than 10 thousand including elderly
people and children, mostly due to shellings and airstrikes. The lN emphasizes that actual
casualties number is much higher.

Thousands km of roads, thousands sq. m of housing, numerous bridges and bridge
crossings, civil airports, marine ports have been totally ruined or damaged. Hundreds of
schools and medical institutions have been annihilated.

Being unpunished and uncurbed the enemy terrorizes civilians with bomb shellings and
ruins critical infrastructure and industrial resources of Ukraine.

In the aftermath of deliberate destruction, the industrial infrastructure throughout the
country suffered the damage amounting nearly to USD half trillion. War tension triggered
investors outflow from Ukraine depriving national economy of USD 72 billion. Optimistic
scenario when the aggressor applies only conventional weapons depicts loss of the
Ukrainian economy as 45-50%o of GDP in2022 if compared with the previous year.

ULIE has been functioning since the very first day of the war without holidays arrd days-off
to ensure the state economy working. Against the backdrop of 49% of SMEs halting their
operations fully or partially since February 24 our League has faced the challenges of
business support.

ULIE along with its partner orgamzations has established Anticrisis Headquarters to join
efforts with the state authorities, regional military administrations, local authorities in
solving the urgent economy difficulties and restoring viability of SMEs.



The Anticrisis Headquarters fbcuses on the routine priorities of Ukrainian exporters,
manufacturers, agrarians amid the war; contributes to re-locating of the businesses from the
combat operations areas, diversiS'ing export channels, including those for grains, mining
and metal goods, implementing of the targeted approach for the businesses seekine
financing and loans.

Another urgent issue is to help the companies in correct assessment of the inflicted
damages, to raise their awareness on the relevant legislation, the best practices and
prospects of filing the lawsuits against aggressor country, to support companies in
recovering war compensation payments through the legal actions for the lost, iuined or
damaged property and unpaid goods and services consumed on the temporary occupied
areas.

ULIE has launched series of online awareness raising workshops for the war-affected
companies to get positive court ruling with support of trustworthy legal companies.

ULIE is also glad to share positive news with you that it had submitted its application for
becoming observer member in Businesseurope and in Business at oECD.

In many cases, working efforts of our team are free of charge, however, they shall be
secured with certain resources to be up-to-date and effective.

We appreciate enormously the financial assistance already provided to us by our partner
business associations from Lithuania, Poland and other countries.

To move on with these essential steps we have to appeal to you, your member companies
for financial assistance to uphold our efforts and the whole Ukrainian business. Thus, you
will make your input to Ukraine's victory, now on the economic battlefield.

We are forced to address you for help as ULIE being non-governmental business
association has no other sources of sustaining itself except for membership fees from
Ukrainian businesses. Ukrainian companies in turn are too severely struck by the war to be
able to pay any fees now while still needing desperately support of ITLIE in their current
activities. Thus, your financial help is a matter of survival of IILIE for the time being.

We would like to reassure you of our availability to discuss our joint steps at any time
convenient for you and we would enjoy our direct communication hoping to establish
friendly relations between ULIE and SEVE.

(Contact person: Mrs. Svetlana Kutseva, Director of ULIE International Relations
Department, mobile: +380503533402, Whatsapp +3806974 52677, e-mail:
ved3@uspp.org.ua ).

We appreciate ultimately your contribution to
Ukraine.

of peace and security in

Yours sincerely,

ULIE President,
Prime Minister of Ukraine (2001-2002)
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Anatolii Kinakh


